BAB V
CLOSING

The researcher explained Imran’s family according Quranic verses clearly. In this last chapter, the conclusion will be formulated. In addition, the researcher also includes the suggestion and an epilog at the end.

A. Conclusion

After understanding the chapters before, it is known that this study contains more righteous virtues and inspired figures. Thus, the researcher can formulate some conclusion as below.

First, The Quranic verses told and mentioned the story of Imran’s family, whose members are Imran, Imran, Imran’s wife, Maryam, Isa, Zakaria, Zakaria’s wife, and Yahya. But, there are some member’s names were not mentioned clearly in editorial of verse, such Imran’s wife and Zakaria’s wife. In addition, Quran also not showed directly action which done by Imran (just narrated about his wife), and Isya’ (just narrated about her husband). However, the main point of this study is gotten by the researcher. That is the story of Imran’s family within full of steadiness and sincere to worship to the God. It is known Hinnah who allowed her only one daughter to be a servant in Bait al-Maqdis, Maryam who was all of her life as the servant to Allah and kept her honour, Zakaria who in all of his life fight and struggled teaching of God and he was as Maryam’s supervisor, Isa and Yahya who both were given by Allah smart and wisdom till they knew a man’s duty in the world as creation of God, i.e. to worship to Him.

The second, the researcher divides the learned lessons from the story of Imran’s family to three. First is from genealogical side, Imran’s family showed that to build a strong and noble descendant needs the good people and good habit, it is includes the faith and serve to the God. It is showed that how hard and suffer experienced by Hinnah and Maryam (they are women, and this is also showed harder experience) to obey and serve Allah as the servant. Second, from
educational side, which talk about Zakaria as educator figure who was success educate Maryam became a holy woman, and finally given a noble privilege from Allah as Isa’s mother. He also educated Yahya became a smart and pious man, who always talked the truth as the faith prove to the Allah. The last, from characteristic and nature, it is showed by each members of Imran’s family. Hinnah, Maryam, Zakaria, who have a huge patience and steadiness, they could be a model for the people today who want to learn about the life. Isa and Yahya as the son and prophet also are known as the pious man with high understanding of the purpose of humankind creation by the God.

B. Epilogue

After all of processes, this mini-thesis is complete. I would like to say “thanks” to all who helped the researcher to think, discuss, and write this work. The researcher learned many things from this study. It is a huge proud if this study can expand the knowledge, understanding and interpreting of the Quran. But, the researcher aware, this work is far from the perfect. The researcher would accept all suggestions and critics from the readers, in order to be learning and educating.

At the last, I hope this study can be useful for all of readers. Salam.